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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides an overview of the General Plan land use alternatives and criteria analysis for
the Union City Boulevard Corridor and Horner-Veasy focus areas. The Council will be making a
determination on a preferred land use alternative for each focus area at their July 26th Council
meeting. An overview of the Greater Station District area will be provided at the June 28th Council
meeting. The report also provide a summary of the public input received since release of the
General Plan Update Land Use Alternatives Report in March 2016.
BACKGROUND
One of the most important decisions the community will make about growth in the General Plan
Update process is the location and intensity of new land uses. The land use alternatives phase, a
step within the larger General Plan Update, informs the discussion regarding the selection of a
preferred land use scenario (made up of the three preferred focus area alternatives) as the basis for
the updated General Plan Land Use Element.
The General Plan Update Land Use Alternatives Report provides information about new land uses
being considered for key areas within Union City including the Greater Station District Area, the
Union City Boulevard Corridor, and the Horner-Veasy Area. Each of the focus areas includes five
potential land use scenarios, which either propose all non-residential uses, all residential uses, or
a combination of the two. A copy of the report can be accessed on-line at
http://www.uc2040.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/UCGPU_AltsReport_Final_Reduced.pdf
The Alternatives Report evaluates the alternatives on a wide variety of criteria, which address land
use, economic and fiscal impacts, transportation and mobility, infrastructure and services,
resources, and hazards and safety. The criteria are intended to help community members and
decision-makers understand the impacts and benefits of each alternative. Decisions about future
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land uses will influence how many people will live in Union City, what kind of jobs and businesses
will locate and thrive in Union City, the need for new infrastructure and parks, and where traffic
will flow.
Community Input
Since release of the Alternatives Report in March 2016, City staff and the consultant team have
reached out to the community and a variety of stakeholders to provide information and gather input
on the different land use alternatives. Outreach efforts included:
 Three community meetings;
 Stakeholder meetings with property owners and businesses within each focus area;
 Joint meetings with the Chamber of Commerce and the Alvarado Historic District
Merchants Association (ADHMA);
 Focused City Council study sessions regarding: Transportation, Parks and Public Services,
and Fiscal / Economic Conditions;
 Meetings with the Economic Development Advisory Team and the General Plan Advisory
Team; and
 Online town hall forum.
A report was prepared entitled “The Land Use Alternatives Public Input Summary” that
summarized the feedback received throughout the process. Attached is the first portion of the
report that includes the summary data (Attachment 1). The entire report, including the appendices,
can be accessed on-line at http://www.uc2040.com/documents/.
The community meetings and joint Chamber / ADHMA meetings included a group exercise that
consisted of “Priority-Setting” and “Alternative Selection.” In the first exercise, participants were
asked to pick five criteria they felt were most important to consider when deciding which land use
alternative was best for Union City’s future. These criteria were identical to the criteria that were
used to evaluate the different alternatives and are shown in Figure 1. The criteria that were
identified as the most important included: Land Use Mix, School Demands, Congestion, Fiscal
Health, Parks and Recreation, and Jobs/Housing Balance.
In the second exercise, participants weighed the costs and benefits of choosing one land use
alternative over another. Participants were asked to choose one land use alternative for each focus
area, and also had the option to create their own alternative if none of the alternatives addressed
what they felt was most important.
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Figure 1: Criteria Priority Ranking
DISCUSSION
Union City Boulevard Focus Area
The Union City Boulevard Corridor Focus Area encompasses 65.3 acres and is bounded by
Bettencourt Way on the south, Whipple Road on the north, the Union Pacific (UP) rail lines and
low-density residential development on the east, and the Lincoln Alvarado Business Park to the
west. The Union City Boulevard corridor bisects the focus area north to south.
The Union City Boulevard Corridor Focus Area includes vacant and underutilized properties. Most
structures along the corridor are large one- to two-story warehouses and industrial buildings set
back from the street. Many buildings suffer from a lack of maintenance and some of the properties
have outdoor operations.
The area west of Union City Boulevard is developed with a variety of industrial buildings and
uses. A trucking distribution company is located on the triangle area north of the rail line at the
corner of Whipple Road and Union City Boulevard. This area backs onto the Lincoln-Alvarado
Business Park; a 1.2 million square foot industrial park.
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The area located east of Union City Boulevard currently accommodates a variety of smaller sales
and services uses, a large industrial building, a cement batch plant, and vacant land. The area
located to the east of the focus area is developed with:
•
Crossroads Technology Park, located at the corner of Whipple Road and Union City
Boulevard, which accommodates several successful businesses including a medical
device company that is one of the City’s largest employers and a significant sales tax
generator;
•
A single-family residential neighborhood that is separated from the focus area by a 65foot railroad corridor that currently accommodates passenger and freight trains and a
tall sound wall; and
•
Eight single-family home rear yards that abut the existing sales and service uses.
The City is currently processing a use permit application for a new manufacturing use within an
existing industrial building located on the east side of Union City Boulevard (30524 Union City
Boulevard) that is anticipated to provide between 40 to 50 jobs. In addition, the former Thai
Kitchen property (30315 Union City Boulevard) was sold and a new owner is renovating the
existing warehouse building to modernize the exterior and add additional office. The new owner
is also going through a planning process for on-site improvements including installation of a new
parking area (to accommodate the additional office space), expansion of landscape areas along the
frontage, and new paving throughout the site. These recent developments are consistent with the
increased level of activity and redevelopment that we are seeing in other industrial areas of the
City as a result of increased market demand.
Issues and Opportunities
Traffic Congestions and Poor Circulation. Union City Boulevard is a major north/south arterial
that is frequently used as a reliever for I-880. The roadway is often congested during peak
commute hours. Circulation and congestion are further compromised by local roadway conditions.
The corridor is impacted by the at-grade UP rail line that traverses the area. The UP rail line
crosses Union City Boulevard just south of Whipple Road, and is fully improved with warning
devices and gates, resulting in delays when trains are crossing. Where the tracks cross Whipple
Road (near the Kaiser Permanente facility), there is only an emergency crossing; trucks and
automobiles are not allowed to pass. As a result, all of the truck and auto traffic from the Lincoln
Alvarado Business Park must use Bettencourt Way as the sole point of access. The properties to
the east and west along Union City Boulevard also lack connectivity across Union City Boulevard.
In addition, all properties take direct access off of Union City Boulevard, which is not efficient
and adds to traffic congestion.
There are some opportunities to potentially address these infrastructure challenges and improve
circulation in the area which are discussed below and also shown in Figure 2. All of the alternatives
would benefit from the construction of these improvements equally. This discussion will be
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informed by a detailed analysis of the traffic impacts generated by the preferred focus area
alternative.


Railroad Crossing Underpass. One potential option to address the circulation challenges
facing the Union City Boulevard Focus Area is to grade separate Union City Boulevard at
the UPRR track. This improvement would increase the flow of traffic and could assist with
obtaining approvals to construct a new at-grade crossing over Whipple Road to the north.
A study was prepared in 2006 that evaluated the feasibility of grade separating Union City
Boulevard at the UP rail line. Both underpass and overhead alternative were evaluated.
Costs ranged from approximately $17 to $20 million (in 2006 dollars). The underpass
option is considered the most feasible but it would need to be carefully planned to ensure
that the underpass does not detract from the walkability of the Union City Boulevard
corridor or limit access to adjacent properties. There is currently no funding identified for
this improvement.

Figure 2: Union City Boulevard Corridor Exhibit
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Union City Boulevard Widening Project. To address traffic concerns along Union City
Boulevard, the City has identified the need to widen Union City Boulevard/Hesperian
Boulevard to three lanes from Whipple Road, just north of the focus area in Union City, to
Industrial Parkway in Hayward. There is currently no funding identified for this
improvement.



New Intersection. The Union City Boulevard Focus Area would benefit from the addition of
an intersection and connecting access roads mid-way along Union City Boulevard. The areas
to the east and west of Union City Boulevard are currently accessed from driveways. A new
intersection with internal connecting streets would open and connect properties to the east and
west.

Commuter Rail Station. A potentially significant opportunity that could change the character of
the Union City Boulevard Focus Area would be the addition of commuter rail service along the
UPPR rail line and a new station somewhere in the area. Under an alternative being considered by
the Capital Corridor Rail Authority, the existing UP right-of-way would be double-tracked and
used for commuter rail service. While no station is currently being considered for Union City along
this route, this area would be a prime location for a stop.
Poor Pedestrian Experience. Union City Boulevard is a corridor dominated by cars and trucks,
and lacks safe and inviting pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Most buildings have surface parking
fronting the street. On-street curb-cuts are frequent. High traffic speeds along the corridor also
contribute to an uninviting experience for pedestrians. Whichever alternative is chosen,
consideration of the pedestrian interface with Union City Boulevard will be a priority.
Hazardous Materials. Historical dry cleaning operations have resulted in soil and groundwater
impacts on property located at 30305 Union City Boulevard and a portion of the adjacent property
to the south located at 30315 Union City Boulevard. There have been significant cleanup activities
at the site to reduce the elevated concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in both soil
and groundwater. Additional remediation is necessary to bring the concentrations to acceptable
levels. Existing contamination levels could impact the placement and design of new buildings /
uses.
UCB Corridor Focus Area Alternatives Comparison and Summary of Public Input
Figures 3 thru 7 provide an overview of how the different focus area alternatives compare. Figure
8 is an excerpt from the alternatives analysis in Newsletter #3 that provides some alternatives
comparison in a “Consumer’s Digest” format. Figure 9 is a summary of the public input received
and the alternative preferred by the public.
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Figure 3: UCB Corridor: Alternative A – Existing General Plan
Net New Units:
Plan

0
Net New Population: 0
Net New Jobs:
348

Considerations
• Low opportunity cost
• Improves jobs/housing balance
• Provides closest match of new job types to existing
labor force
• Provides mostly industrial jobs and the greatest
opportunity to meet city’s employment demands
• Provide jobs that pay a living wage
• Has the lowest fiscal benefit
• Creates the fewest additional peak hour trips
• Has the potential to generate fewer outbound trips
• Accommodates existing uses and does not result in
land use conflicts with Lincoln-Alvarado Business
Park to the West

Figure 4: UCB Corridor: Alternative B – East Side Residential
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

965
370
114

Considerations
• Maintains existing GP designation on West side of
UCB that is supportive of existing uses
• Provides a good match of new job types to
existing labor force
• Worsens jobs/housing balance due to more
housing being added than jobs
• Would provide some jobs that pay a living wage
• Has a relatively low fiscal benefit
• Has potential to generate fewer outbound trips
• Supportive of existing uses and minimizes land use
conflicts with existing business park to the West
and SFR to the East
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Figure 5: UCB Corridor: Alternative C1 – East-Side Commercial / Residential
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

521
218
487

Considerations
• Provides opportunity to address the city’s
retail leakage
• Second highest fiscal benefit
• Improves jobs/housing balance
• Supportive of existing uses and minimizes
land use conflicts
• Likely create more walking/biking
opportunities

Figure 6: UCB Corridor: Alternative C2 – Commercial / Mixed Use
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

408
171
1,536

Considerations
• Provides best opportunity to address the city’s
retail leakage
• Has the highest fiscal benefit
• Has highest job creation but majority of jobs
below living wage
• Improves jobs/housing balance
• Would likely create more walking/biking
opportunities
• Minimizes land use conflicts
• More traffic congestion
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Figure 7: UCB Corridor: Alternative D – Residential

Net New Population: 2,040
Net New Housing:
815
Net New Jobs:
-319
Considerations
• High opportunity cost
• Help meet city’s future residential demands
• Most opportunity for affordable housing
• Loss of jobs due to loss of employmentgenerating land uses
• Lowers jobs/housing balance
• Relatively low fiscal benefit
• Creates more parkland and walking/biking
opportunities
• Potential for land use conflicts with business park
to the West

Figure 8: Comparative Analysis

A

B

C1

C2

D

Indicates Which Alternative
Rated Best
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Figure 9: Summary of Public Input for UCB Corridor

C2

Analysis
The alternatives propose either all non-residential uses, all residential uses, or a combination of
the two. Alternative C2, chosen by the public, is the most intensive of the alternatives and proposes
commercial uses on the west side of Union City Boulevard and mixed-use (a combination of
commercial and residential uses) on the east side. This alternative minimizes impacts to the
existing Lincoln Alvarado Business Park to the west due to the non-residential uses proposed. This
alternative has the highest fiscal impact at full build-out due to the high sales tax generation from
the commercial uses. However, it is unclear if there is enough market demand to support this level
of commercial development along Union City Boulevard. This alternative also has the highest job
generation but the majority of jobs that would be created are lower wage paying jobs in the sales /
service sector.
Regarding the west side of Union City Boulevard, staff is supportive of any alternative that
minimizes conflicts with the very active Lincoln Alvarado Business Park, which accommodates
some of Union City’s larger employers and sales tax generators. If commercial uses are preferred
but there is concern over market absorption, one option is to maintain the existing General Plan
designation of Special Industrial (MS) and expand the permitted uses to allow for more traditional
commercial uses. The purpose of the MS General Plan designation is to provide space for the
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lightest industrial uses that exhibit virtually no nuisance characteristics. Certain types of retail,
sales, and service uses are already conditionally permitted. This approach would provide property
owners the flexibility to maintain existing industrial uses or develop new industrial or commercial
uses.
The cement batch plant is a legal nonconforming use, which means the use was legally established
but is not permitted under current zoning regulations. The use cannot expand but can continue to
operate unless activities cease for more than 6 months. The batch plant is in operation and staff is
not aware of any plans to close the facility. Batch plants make cement to support construction
activities and typically generate a substantial amount of noise, dust, and truck traffic. Also within
the area is a building that is being evaluated for use as a manufacturing facility.
Alternatives that place residential uses adjacent to non-residential uses, including industrial uses,
and retail centers, have potential to create land use conflicts. Generally speaking, industrial uses
can have special requirements and characteristics which may not be compatible with residential
uses. Industrial uses have a higher potential to generate noise, odors, and dust as compared to
commercial or residential uses. They also have a higher probability of utilizing hazardous materials
in their day-to-day operations. In addition, there is potential for businesses within industrial areas
to operate 24-hours-a-day with multiple shifts, which could cause disruption to nearby residential
neighborhoods.
There is also an impact on existing businesses and business parks from the introduction of
residential uses into an area that historically accommodated industrial uses. Businesses may be
forced to alter their operations to address complaints received from nearby residents. Business
parks that accommodate flex industrial uses may be less marketable due to their proximity to
residential neighborhoods. In addition, the introduction of residential development into industrial
areas can result in a monetary incentive for adjacent industrial property owners to sell their land
to residential developers since the value of residential land is much higher than industrial land.
Due to these potential conflicts, the City’s industrial areas tend to be clustered together and located
away from non-industrial uses. To a lesser extent, there is also potential for retail centers to have
impacts on residential uses including truck deliveries in the early morning hours which could be
disruptive to nearby residential neighborhoods.
Any consideration of residential land use designations in the Union City Boulevard corridor should
take into consideration existing uses within and outside of the focus area. Non-residential uses
should be considered in areas where existing industrial uses are in operation to minimize conflicts.
Horner-Veasy Area
The Horner-Veasy Focus Area lies on the westernmost side of Union City, adjacent to the San
Francisco Bay. The area, encompassing 45.5 acres, is bounded by Alameda Creek on the west, the
Union Sanitary District treatment plant and a drainage canal on the south, vacant property owned
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by the Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District (ACFCD) to the north,
and Whipple Road to the east. The area is currently occupied by a mix of industrial uses, outdoor
storage and truck parking, and existing non-conforming single-family residences. Businesses in
the area include the Diamond Mine Mini-Storage, Lally Truck & Trailer Repair,
and United Miscellaneous Steel Fabricators.
The Horner-Veasy Focus Area is currently only accessible from Whipple Road to the north and
includes three internal streets: Horner Street, Veasy Street, and Benson Road. Veasy Street and
Benson Road terminate in a cul-de-sac that provides access to the Union Sanitary District (USD)
facility. The east side of Horner Street currently terminates at Whipple Road. The west side of
Horner Street terminates at the Diamond Mine storage facility. There are no pedestrian or bicycle
facilities west of Whipple Road.
Issues and Opportunities
Non-conforming Uses. There are several existing legal nonconforming uses (e.g. mini-storage,
truck parking, and outdoor yards) in the area, and property-ownership is fragmented west of
Whipple Road. The Diamond Mine Storage facility east of Whipple Road is a legal nonconforming use. In 2008, the City Council established a moratorium on development in the area
to evaluate infrastructure needs and market conditions in the area. An amortization process was
established in 2009 and four properties have been amortized with 10 years to cease operations.
Infrastructure Deficiencies. The development potential for the Horner-Veasy Area is largely
dependent on the ability to address infrastructure needs and mitigate drainage / flood issues. The
area has several significant physical and infrastructure issues including: unimproved public roads
that lack curbs, gutters, sidewalks, and drainage facilities; overhead utility poles; lack of a sewer
line in Veasy Street, potential soil contamination; susceptibility to liquefaction; and flood risk.
Due to the area’s proximity to the San Francisco Bay, sea level rise is also a concern for future
development.
The General Plan calls for the development of a unified strategy to more efficiently address the
area’s lack of infrastructure and to facilitate redevelopment of the area. An Infrastructure Needs
Assessment Report was prepared in 2008 for the Horner-Veasy Area. The report evaluated the
necessary improvements and costs to accommodate new light industrial uses. Due to the
infrastructure challenges in the Horner-Veasy Area, the report concluded that a scenario where one
entity owned and redeveloped the majority of properties would be substantially more cost-effective
than each individual property owner doing it on their own. The Horner-Veasy area is made up of
several parcels under individual ownership, which poses an obstacle to addressing infrastructure
deficiencies in this manner.
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Access and Road Conditions. The area is located in a remote portion of the City with limited
access via Bettencourt Way and Whipple Road. The streets within the area are substandard and
lack basic infrastructure such as curbs, gutters, and sidewalks. Alternative B, which proposes
residential development in the entire area, considers a reconnection of Horner Street for the
purpose of linking established neighborhoods east of Whipple Road with new proposed
neighborhoods west of Whipple Road. See Figure 10 showing this improvement.
Planned Land Uses. The current General Plan allows for the establishment of a five acre private
institutional zone in the Horner-Veasy Area. An application is in process for a proposed religious
facility located off Veasy Street adjacent to the existing USD facility. This new religious facility
could potentially impact future land uses in the area and may pose an impediment to the expansion
of the USD facility. See Figure 10 for location of the proposed religious facility.

Figure 10: Horner-Veasy Area Exhibit

USD Facility

Adjacency to Bay. The Horner Veasy Area’s proximity to the San Francisco Bay is one of its
major assets. The South Bay Salt Pond Restoration Project is currently underway and is the largest
tidal wetland restoration project on the West Coast. The project is managed by the National Fish
and Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife. The next phase of the
project involves the tidal areas along Union City’s shoreline. Potential project components include
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installation of new levees and a possible alignment of the Bay Trail as well as other trails to connect
people to the tidal areas located west of Union City.
Union Sanitary District. The Union Sanitary District (USD) wastewater treatment facility is
located immediately south of the Horner-Veasy Area and is accessed off of Benson Road. The
facility processes wastewater for the Tri-City area. USD operates their facility in a manner which
limits factors that could contribute to nuisances (e.g., odor, noise, traffic). USD staff has indicated
that there could be a need at some point in the future to expand the facility to accommodate
increased treatment requirements from the State. According to USD staff, they are following
direction provided in their site use study that recommended they communicate with current land
owners north of the facility and involve themselves with the City’s General Plan update. USD
staff also indicated that they will continue to pursue opportunities as they present themselves.
Horner-Veasy Focus Area Alternatives Comparison and Summary of Public Input
Figures 11 thru 15 provide an overview of how the different focus area alternatives compare.
Figure 16 is an excerpt from the alternatives analysis in Newsletter #3 that provides some
alternatives comparison in a “Consumer’s Digest” format. Figure 17 is a summary of the public
input received and the alternative preferred by the public.

Figure 11: HVA: Alternative A – Existing General Plan
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

0
0
180

Considerations
• Low opportunity cost
• Provides greatest opportunity to meet city’s
employment demands
• Improves job/housing balance
• Generates flex-industrial jobs, which pay a
living wage
• Creates little fiscal impact
• Generates fewer trips than residential uses
• Adds relatively few additional peak hour
trips compared to today
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Figure 12: HVA: Alternative B – Residential
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

1,084
431
-14

Considerations
• High opportunity cost
• Loss of jobs due to loss of employmentgenerating land uses
• Assists with meeting city’s future residential
demands
• Lowers jobs/housing balance
• Provides some multifamily housing, which
has greatest potential to be affordable
• Creates little fiscal impact
• Results in more net trips due to residential
land uses
• Create more parkland and walking/biking
opportunities

Figure 13: HVA: Alternative C – Residential / Light Industrial
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

154
41
181

Considerations
• Would generate flex-industrial
jobs, which pay a living wage
• Improves the jobs/housing
balance
• Does not provide opportunity for
affordable housing
• Creates little fiscal impact
• Generates relatively few
additional total or peak hour trips
compared to existing
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Figure 14: HVA: Alternative D1 – USD Expansion Option
Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

92
24
182

Considerations
• Creates jobs that pay a living wage
• Improves jobs/housing balance
• Suitability / Configuration of industrial
lands
• Does not provide opportunity for
affordable housing due to low-density
designation
• Creates little fiscal impact
• Generates limited new trips because of
USD expansion
• Not conducive to walkability or
bikeability

Figure 15: HVA: Alternative D2 – USD Expansion Option

Net New Population:
Net New Housing:
Net New Jobs:

92
24
199

Points of Consideration
• Similar to Alternative D2
• Locates the USD expansion in the
western half
• More suitable configuration for
industrial lands
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Figure 16: Comparative Analysis

A

B

C

D2

Indicates Which
Alternative Rated Best

Figure 17: Summary of Public Input for UCB Corridor

C
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Analysis
The alternatives propose either all non-residential uses, all residential uses, or a combination of
the two. Alternative C (Industrial /Residential), chosen by the public, proposes single-family
residential on the Diamond Mine Mini Storage site on the easterly portion of the focus area, light
industrial uses in the middle, and an open space buffer along the Bay that could function as passive
recreation area. With the exception of Alternative A (Existing General Plan), all of the alternatives
propose a lower density single-family residential designation for the Diamond Mine site consistent
with existing land uses located to the north, south, and east. Participants in the community
meetings felt that Alternative C was the right balance of land uses for the area. However, some
participants thought that the amount of open space should be increased in this Alternative. Two
separate groups proposed an alternative that increased the amount of proposed open space in this
focus area.
Regarding Alternative B, some community members expressed concern regarding the location of
new residential uses adjacent to the existing USD facility. There is also potential for land use
conflicts from existing industrial businesses but to a lesser extent than the Union City Boulevard
Corridor.
Alternatives D1 and D2 accommodate a potential expansion of the USD facility at some point in
the future. USD staff has indicated a desire to expand the size of their site to accommodate an
expansion of their facility should the need arise. At this time, USD does not own any of the
property adjacent to their facility nor do they have any adopted plans in place to guide their
expansion efforts. An application is in process for construction of a new religious facility directly
adjacent to the USD facility that could impact future expansion efforts. It should also be noted
that efforts to re-designate property in the area to a more restrictive land use designation, such as
Civic Facility or Open Space, should be carefully considered in light of private property rights
issues.
Conclusion
The purpose of this report is to provide information from the Alternatives Report and the
Alternatives Public Summary document and related analysis regarding the Union City Boulevard
and Horner-Veasy focus areas. A similar report regarding the Greater Station District will be
provided at the June 28th City Council meeting. Final direction on a preferred alternative for each
focus area will be requested at the July 26th City Council meeting.
FISCAL IMPACT
There are no fiscal impacts associated with this report.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the City Council review the staff report and ask any clarifying questions.
No action is required. Staff will be returning to the City Council on July 26 for a final
determination on preferred land use alternatives for each of the focus areas.

